Abstract. We prove, for d ě 2, a negative result for approximation of functions defined con compact subsets of R d with single layer feedforward neural networks with arbitrary activation functions. In philosophical terms, this result claims the existence of learning functions f pxq which are as difficult to approximate with these neural networks as one may want. We also demonstrate an analogous result (for arbitrary d) for neural networks with an arbitrary number of layers, for some special types of activation functions.
Introduction
The standard model of the single hidden layer feedforward neural networks leads to the problem of approximation of arbitrary functions f : R d Ñ R by elements of the set
where σ P CpRq is the given activation function of the net and w k¨x " ř d i"1 w ik x i is the dot product of the vectors w k " pw 1k ,¨¨¨, w dk q and x " px 1 ,¨¨¨, x d q. It is well known that
n is dense in CpR d q (for the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of R d ) if and only if σ is not a polynomial (see, e.g. [9, Theorem 1] and [8] for a different density result). In particular, this means that feedforward networks with a nonpolynomial activation function can approximate any continuous function and, thus, are good for any learning objective in the sense that, given a precision ε ą 0 there exists n P N with the property that the associated feedforward neural network with one hidden layer and n units can be (in principle) trained to approximate the associated learning function f pxq with uniform accuracy smaller than ε. In other words, we know that for any nonpolynomial activation function σ P CpRq and for any compact set K Ă R for n large enough. These are of course good news for people working with neural networks. On the other hand, several examples of high-oscillating functions such as those studied at [14] , [16] have shown that sometimes it is necessary to increase dramatically the number of units (and layers) of a neural network if one wants to approximate certain functions. But these examples do not contain, by themselves, any information about the decay of best approximation errors when the size of the neural network goes to infinity, so that one considers the full sequence of best approximation errors. In this paper we demonstrate a negative result which, in philosophical terms, claims the existence of learning functions f pxq which are as difficult to approximate with neural networks with one hidden layer as one may want and we also demonstrate an analogous result for neural networks with an arbitrary number of layers for some special types of activation functions σ. Concretely, in section 2 we demonstrate that for any non polynomial activation function σ P CpRq, for any natural number d ě 2 and for any compact set K Ď R d with nonempty interior and any given decreasing sequence of positive real numbers tε n u which converges to zero, there exists a continuous function f P CpKq such that
n q CpKq ě ε n , for all n " 1, 2,¨¨¨. We also demonstrate the same type of result for the norms L q pKq, 2 ď q ă 8. The proofs of these theorems are based on the combination of a general negative result in approximation theory demonstrated by Almira and Oikhberg in 2012 [1] (see also [2] ) and the estimations of the deviations of Sobolev classes by ridge functions proved by Gordon, Maiorov, Meyer and Reisner in 2002 [5] . It is important to stand up the fact that our result requires the use of functions of several variables and can't be applied to univariate functions. This is natural not only because of the method of proof we use, which is based on the statement of a negative result for approximation by ridge functions that holds true only for d ě 2, but also because quite recently Guliyev and Ismailov [6, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2] have demonstrated that for the case d " 1 a general negative result for approximation by single hidden layer feedforward neural networks is impossible. In particular they have explicitly constructed an infinitely differentiable sigmoidal activation function σ such that Σ σ,1 2 is a dense subset of CpRq with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of R.
On the other hand, as a consequence of Kolmogorov's Superposition Theorem [4, Chapter 17, Theorem 1.1], a general negative result for approximation by several hidden layer feedforward neural networks is impossible not only for univariate (d " 1) but also for arbitrary multivariate (d ě 2) functions (see [10] for a proof of this claim and [7, 11, 12] for other interesting related results). Nevertheless, in section 3 we demonstrate several negative results for specific choices of activation functions σ and for arbitrary d ě 1. Concretely, we prove that if σ is either a rational (nonpolynomial) function or a linear spline with finitely many pieces (which is nonpolynomial too), then for any pair of sequences of natural numbers 0 " r 0 ă r 1 ă r 2 ă¨¨¨ă r k ă¨¨¨, 0 " n 0 ă n 1 ď n 2 ď¨¨¨ď n k ď¨¨ä nd any non-increasing sequence tε n u which converges to 0, and for appropriate compact subsets K of R d , there exists a function f P CpKq such that
r,n denotes the set of functions defined on R d by a neural network with activation function σ and at most r layers and n units in each layer. It is important to stand up the fact that the results of this section apply for all values of d ě 1 and, moreover, they also apply to neural networks with activation functions
which are two of the most used activation functions for people working with neural networks.
A general negative result for feedforward neural networks with one hidden layer
Let us start by introducing some notation and terminology from Approximation Theory. Given pX, }¨}q a Banach space, we say that pX, tA n uq is an approximation scheme (or that tA n u is an approximation scheme in X) if tA n u satisfies the following properties:
Ă¨¨¨is a nested sequence of subsets of X (with strict inclusions) pA2q There exists a map J : N Ñ N such that Jpnq ě n and A n`An Ď A Jpnq for all n P N pA3q λA n Ď A n for all n P N and all scalars λ. pA4q Ť nPN A n is dense in X. It is known that for any activation function σ P CpRq and any infinite compact set
n uq is an approximation scheme, with jump function Jpnq " 2n, as soon as σ is not a polynomial, since the sets tΣ σ,d n u always satisfy pA1q, pA2q and pA3q and, given an infinite compact set K Ď R d , they also satisfy pA4q if (and only if) σ is not a polynomial (see [9] ). In fact, if σ is not a polynomial, then pL p pKq, tΣ
n uq is an approximation scheme for every compact set K Ă R d of positive measure and all p ě 1. Another important example of approximation scheme, again with jump function Jpnq " 2n, is given by pX, tR
0 " t0u and, for n ě 1,
where
The density of ridge functions in these spaces is a well known fact (see [13] ).
We prove, for the sake of completeness, the following result:
n and let us set g k ptq " c k σp}w k }t´b k q and a k " paq For every non-increasing sequence tε n u Ñ 0 there exists an element x P X such that Epx, A n q " inf anPAn }x´a n } X ě ε n for all n P N pbq There exists a constant c ą 0 and an infinite set N 0 Ď N such that, for all n P N 0 there exists x n P XzA n such that
Epx n , A n q ď cEpx n , A JpnRemark 3. If pX, tA n uq satisfies paq or pbq of Theorem 2 we say that the approximation scheme satisfies Shapiro's theorem.
Let us state the main result of this section:
Theorem 4. Let σ P CpRq be any nonpolynomial activation function, let d ě 2 be a natural number and let K Ă R d be a compact set with nonempty interior. For any nonincreasing sequence of real numbers tε n u such that lim nÑ8 ε n " 0, there exist a learning function f P CpKq such that
It is enough to demonstrate that the approximation scheme pCpKq, tR 
We apply Theorem 5 to functions defined on a ball of R d of radius t ą 0, B d ptq Ă K. Thus, given r ą 0 and 2 ď q ď p ď 8, there exists two positive constants c 0 , c 1 ą 0 such that:
Combining these inequalities for m " 2n, n P N, we have that
n uq satisfies condition pbq of Theorem 2, which implies that, for any nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers tε n u Ñ 0 there exists a function
q pKq any extension of f to the compact set K, we also have that
can be stated for continuous functions: [7] ). In this section we prove that, for certain natural choices of σ, a negative result holds true for neural networks with any number of layers and units in each layer. Concretely, we demonstrate a negative result for multivariate uniform approximation by rational functions and spline functions with free partitions and, as a consequence, we get a negative result for approximation by feedforward neural networks with arbitrary number of layers when the activation function σ is either a rational (non polynomial) function or a linear spline with finitely many pieces (e.g., the well known ReLU and Hard Tanh functions are linear spline functions with two and three pieces, respectively). Note that the use of rational and/or spline approximation tools in connection with the study of these classical neural networks is a natural one and has been faced by several other authors (see, e.g. [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] ).
In [1, Sections 6.3 and 6.4] the one dimensional case of rational and free partitions spline approximation were studied, so that we can state the following two results: Theorem 6. Let R 1 n pIq denote the set of rational functions rpxq " ppxq{qpxq with maxtdegppq, degpqqu ď n and such that qpxq does not vanish on I, and assume that I " ra, bs Ă R with a ă b. Let 1 ď n 1 ă n 2 ă¨¨¨be an increasing sequence of natural numbers. Let A 0 " t0u and A i " R 1 n i pIq, i ą 0. Then pCpIq, tA i uq is an approximation scheme which satisfies Shapiro's theorem.
Proof. The result follows from [1, Item p1q from Theorem 6.9] for the case n i " i, i " 1, 2,¨¨¨. Let us now assume that 1 ď n 1 ă n 2 ă¨¨¨is any other sequence. Given tε n u a non-increasing sequence which converges to 0, we introduce the new sequence n " ε k , when n k´1 ď n ă n k . Then t n u is non-increasing and lim nÑ8 n " 0. Thus, there exists a continuous function f P CpIq such that Epf, R 1 n pIqq CpIq ě n for all n. In particular, Epf, A i q " Epf, R 1 n i pIqq ě n i " ε i for all i P N. This ends the proof. l Theorem 7. Let S n,r pIq denote the set of polynomial splines of degree ď n with r free knots in the interval I " ra, bs. Let 0 ď r 1 ă r 2 ă¨¨¨and 1 ď n 1 ă n 2 ă¨¨¨be a pair of increasing sequences of natural numbers. Let A i " S n i ,r i X CpIq and B i " S n i ,r i and let 1 ď p ă 8. Then pCpIq, tA i uq and pL p pIq, tB i uq are approximation schemes which satisfy Shapiro's Theorem.
Proof. See [1, Theorem 6.12] l Let us now study the multivariate case. For the case of rational approximation, we consider, for compact sets K Ă R d , the approximation schemes pCpKq, tR d n pKquq, where
Theorem 8. For any convex compact set K Ă R d and any increasing sequence of natural numbers 1 ď n 1 ă n 2 ă¨¨¨n k ă¨¨¨, the approximation scheme pCpKq, tR
Proof. Let ρ " diampKq " max x,yPK }x´y}. We may assume, with no loss of generality, that W " K X Rˆt0uˆ¨¨¨ˆt0u " ra, a`ρsˆt0uˆ¨¨¨ˆt0u for certain a P R, since rotations and translations of the space preserve the set of rational functions of any given order. Thus, the functions φpsq " rps, 0,¨¨¨, 0q with r P R d n pKq satisfy φ P R 1 n pra, a`ρsq. Moreover, the convexity of K and the fact that ρ " diampKq imply that every function φ P R 1 n pra, a`ρsq extends to a function r P R d n pKq just taking rpx 1 , x 2 ,¨¨¨, x d q " φpx 1 q.
Hence, for any f P CpKq we have that where gpsq " f ps, 0,¨¨¨, 0q is a continuous function on the interval ra, a`ρs. Now, given any function g P Cra, a`ρs there exists a continuous function g P CpKq such that gpsq " gps, 0,¨¨¨, 0q for all s P ra, a`ρs (e.g., we may take gpx 1 , x 2 ,¨¨¨,
n pra, a`ρsqq Cra,a`ρs for all n. The proof ends applying Theorem 6 to the space Cra, a`ρs. l Given a polyhedron K Ď R d , we say that Γ " t∆ k u r k"1 is a triangulation of K if ‚ Every set ∆ k is a d-simplex. This means that ∆ k is the convex hull of a set of d`1 affinely independent points of R d . ‚ Ť r k"1 ∆ k " K and, for i ‰ j, ∆ i X ∆ j is either empty or an h-simplex for some h ă d (thus, it is the convex hull of a set of h`1 affinely independent points of R d ).
If the polyhedron admits a triangulation Γ we say that it is triangularizable. For example, all convex polyhedron is triangularizable. We consider, for any trianguralizable polyhedron K Ď R d , the approximation schemes pCpKq, tS 
for some triangulation Γ of K with #Γ ď r, where p ∆ denotes, for each ∆ P Γ, a polynomial of total degree degppq ď n.
We need, to prove Shapiro's theorem for approximation with spline functions on free partitions, the following technical result on triangulations:
is a convex polyhedron and Γ 1 , Γ 2 are two triangulations of K with cardinalities #Γ 1 " n, #Γ 2 " m, then there exists a triangulation Γ of K which is a refinement of Γ 1 and Γ 2 and satisfies that #Γ ď hpn, mq.
Proof. Given Γ 1 , Γ 2 two triangulations of K with cardinalities #Γ 1 " n, #Γ 2 " m, let us consider the following set:
Obviously, Θ is a polyhedral subdivision of both Γ 1 , Γ 2 but in many cases is not a triangulation of K. Moreover, the number N of vertices of Θ will, in general, be bigger than n and m. Let us find an upper bound of N . Assume that v is a new vertex of Θ (i.e., a vertex of Θ which is not a vertex of Γ 1 Y Γ 2 ) and let us consider the smaller simplices δ i P Γ i (i " 1, 2) which contain v in its relative interior (that is, in the interior of the simplex with its relative topology). Then tvu " δ 1 X δ 2 . Hence the number of new vertices can't be bigger than the product of the number of simplices (including all dimensions) of Γ 1 by the number of simplices of Γ 2 (including again all dimensions), which gives the following upper bound of N :
N ď nm2 
be a convex polyhedron with non-empty interior, and let 0 " r 0 ă r 1 ă r 2 ă¨¨¨ă r k ă¨¨¨, 0 " n 0 ă n 1 ď n 2 ď¨¨¨ď n k ď¨¨¨be two sequences of natural numbers. Then the following holds true: paq pCpKq, tS hpr k ,rsq,maxtn k ,nsu pKq, which proves paq with jump function Jpnq " hpn, nq, since the other properties needed to be an approximation scheme are well known for these sets. To prove pbq and pcq we use a similar argument to the one used in the proof of Theorem 8. Concretely, given the convex polyhedron K, we can assume with no loss of generality that ρ " diampKq " max x,yPK }x´y} and
for certain a P R, since rotations and translations of the space transform triangulations into triangulations and preserve the spaces polynomials.
For each φ P S d r,n pKq, there exists a triangulation Γ of K with #Γ ď r such that
where p ∆ denotes, for each ∆ P Γ, a polynomial of total degree degppq ď n. Now, given the triangulation Γ, it is clear that Γ induces a triangulation (i.e., a partition) of ra, a`ρs which contains at most 2r intervals, with the property that φpt, 0,¨¨¨, 0q P S 1 2r,n pra, a`ρsq. Hence, for any f P CpKq we have that
where gptq " f pt, 0, 0,¨¨¨, 0q. Obviously, the convexity of K and the fact that ρ " diampKq again imply that, given g P Cra, bs, the function gpx 1 ,¨¨¨, x d q " gpx 1 q belongs to CpKq and gpt, 0,¨¨¨, 0q " gptq for all t P ra, a`ρs. Hence, parts pbq and pcq follow from Theorem 7 l Let us now demonstrate a negative result for approximation by feedforward neural networks with many layers. Let σ P CpRq be a nonpolynomial function and let us consider the approximation of continuous learning functions defined on compact subsets of R d with activation function σ. We denote by τ 2,n is a function of the form φpxq "
The following result holds:
Theorem 11. Let 0 " r 0 ă r 1 ă r 2 ă¨¨¨ă r k ă¨¨¨, 0 " n 0 ă n 1 ď n 2 ď¨¨¨ď n k ď¨¨b e two sequences of natural numbers and let tε n u be any non-increasing sequence which converges to 0. Then:
paq If K Ď R d is compact and convex and σ is a rational function, there exists f P CpKq such that
d is a convex polyhedron and σ is a linear spline with finitely many pieces, there exists f P CpKq such that Epf, τ σ,d r k ,n k q CpKq ě ε k for all k " 1, 2,¨¨¨.
In particular, this result applies to neural networks with activation functions σ " ReLU and σ " Hard Tanh.
Proof. If σ is a (non polynomial) rational function of order N then all elements of τ σ,d r,n are also rational functions and their orders are uniformly bounded by a function opr, n, N q. Moreover, for the estimation of the errors }f´R} CpKq with R P τ σ,d
r,n , we need to impose R P CpKq since, if R has a pole on K, then }f´R} CpKq " 8 and this function does not contribute to the estimation of the error Epf, τ 
